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TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ADVERTISING MATERIALS



All advertising materials dedicated to be emitted on the Spider’sWeb Group (GSW) websites, i.e.:

- Spider’sWeb

- Spider’sWeb Rozrywka

- AutoBlog

- BizBlog

are required to be accepted by the GSW sales team member as well as are obliged to follow all technical requirements provided in this document.

Due to the care for the webistes’ functionaility and their users, Spider’sWeb Group holds the right to justified rejection or suspension of each and any

advertising creative declared as breaking the law, violating good manners, promoting pornography, annoying or being harmful to the GSW webistes users.

All advertising formats available to be used on the Spider’sWeb Group websites are described in the ADVERTISING FORMATS section of this document.
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http://rozrywka.blog/
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GENERAL INFORMATION

FORMATS JPG, PNG, GIF HTML (tracking code embedded in iframe)

MAX WEIGHT JPG, PNG, GIF = 80 KB HTML = 800 KB

TRACKING CODES In case of the necessity to employ tracking codes, it is obligatory to provide appropriate iframe code containing the code and the

advertisement (HTTP/2 SLL served).

In case of no such necessity, providing JPG, PNG, GIF file with w link is considered sufficient.

HTML CREATIVES Should always be provided in accordance with the Google Ad Manager standard and all useful information can be found under
the following links

Google AdManager HTML5 format requirements HMTL 5 – adding an exit

In case of HTML format advertisements, it is required to provide a substitute version in a common graphic format (JPG, GIF,
animated GIF) in order for them to be used in case browsers should disable the possibility of emitting more advanced
materials.

In case such substitutes are not provided, no option of complaint and/or compensation is given on behalf of not delivering the
planned number of the advertisement views.

SOUND If the advertisement is sound equipped (the sound should be off by default) it must contain visible ON/OFF sound indicators. 

BUTTONS Buttons inserted in advertisements must provide functions accordingly with their statements. Consequently, buttons imitating the
form function, list function, tick-box function etc. must not redirect to the advertiser’s website or perform any other action
incompatible with their standard function.
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A. Contain mechanism following the user’s interaction (cannot save, change or read cookie files)

B. Cause website errors and/or bugs (wrong display) and error alerts

C. Contain outside referrals - implementation of any mechanisms collecting extra content from the user’s website is strictly forbidden

D. Burden the standard computer processor to the level of the computer working with other applications being significantly strained, that is with more than
20% duty (computer equipped with Intel Core Duo 2 GHz considered as standard)

E. Use operational elements the functions of which (due to their form, statement or convention) is incompatible with their message or cause atypical actions.
It is especially forbidden to use basic system buttons, window minimizing and maximizing buttons, which provide functions other than their typical ones.
Advertisements in the form of alerts or system warnings are also strictly prohibited

F. Cause errors or warnings during their upload

G. Disrupt the activity of the website it is displayed on

All of the provided advertising materials should not contain space bars or Polish signs in the file names and when compressed formats are provided the only
acceptable compressed file format is ZIP.

All advertising creatives are emitted on all GSW websites on all devices.

THE ADVERTISING MATERIALS CANNOT
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All advertising formats available on GSW websites are emitted on desktop and mobile devices and are dedicated to be used both on the home page as well as
article pages.

STANDARD

WIDEBANNER XL Format available on homepage and article pages

WIDEBANNER L Format available on article pages

MEGABANNER Format available on homepage

HALFPAGE Format available on article pages

HALFPAGE STICKY Format available on article pages

SCREENING Format available on homepage and article pages

NON STANDARD

NATIVE WIDGET Format available on homepage

NATIVE WIDGET VIDEO Format available on homepage

ADVERTISING FORMATS
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FORMAT

WIDEBANNER XL1

WIDEBANNER XL2

WIDEBANNER XL3

WIDEBANNER L1

WIDEBANNER L2

WIDEBANNER L3

MEGABANNER

HALFPAGE

HALFPAGE STICKY

SCREENING

NATIVE WIDGET

NATIVE WIDEGT VIDEO

ADVERTISING FORMAT SIZES

MOBILE

320x160 px

320x320 px

320x320 px

320x160 px

320x160 px

320x160 px

320x480 px

320x320 px

320x100 px

320x160 px

280x400 px

280x400 px

DESKTOP

1180x300 px

1180x300 px

1180x300 px

728x90 px

728x90 px

728x90 px

1180x500 px

300x600 px

300x600 px

1920x1080 + 1180x300 px

280x400 px

280x400 px
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WIDEBANNER XL1

MOBILE 320x160 pxDESKTOP 1180x300 px

EXAMPLE | VW TIGUAN



WIDEBANNER XL2

MOBILE 320x320 pxDESKTOP 1180x300 px

EXAMPLE | HBO MAX



WIDEBANNER XL3

MOBILE 320x320 pxDESKTOP 1180x300 px

EXAMPLE | VELO BANK



WIDEBANNER L1

MOBILE 320x160 pxDESKTOP 728x90 px

EXAMPLE | MEDIA EXPERT



WIDEBANNER L2

MOBILE 320x160 pxDESKTOP 728x90 px

EXAMPLE | DISNEY+



WIDEBANNER L3

MOBILE 320x160 pxDESKTOP 728x90 px

EXAMPLE | SONY PS5



MEGABANNER

MOBILE 320x480 pxDESKTOP 1180x500 px

EXAMPLE | VOD.PL



HALFPAGE

MOBILE 320x320 pxDESKTOP 300x600 px

EXAMPLE | AWS OKTAWAVE



HALFPAGE STICKY

MOBILE 320x100 pxDESKTOP 300x600 px

EXAMPLE | ING



SCREENING

MOBILE 320x160 pxDESKTOP 1920x1080 + 1180x300 px

EXAMPLE | MEDIA MARKT



NATIVE WIDGET

MOBILE 280x400 pxDESKTOP 280x400 px

EXAMPLE | SAMSUNG



NATIVE WIDGET VIDEO

MOBILE 280x400 px*DESKTOP 280x400 px*

EXAMPLE | IKEA

*UWAGA: OBSZAR BEZPIECZNY POD VIDEO



IN CASE OF ANY QUESTIONS – WE ARE HAPPY TO HELP

reklama@spidersweb.pl
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